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Background

Results and discussion

Voice processing in real-time is challenging. A drawback of previous work for Hypokinetic Dysarthria
(HKD) recognition is the requirement of controlled settings in a laboratory environment. A personal digital
assistant (PDA) has been developed for home assessment of Parkinson’s patients. The PDA offers sound
processing capabilities, which allows for developing a module for recognition and quantification of HKD.

The implication of Short Term ZCR (STZCR) on 120 speech samples rated during UPDRS motor speech
examination of 10 patients [4] depicted that the STZCR energy decreases as the anomaly in speech increases
(figure 1). Discrete Wavelet Transformation (DWT) was applied on the speech signals processed with STZCR
(figure 2). A clear difference was noticed between the absolute wavelet coefficients of normal and abnormal
speech samples. Since the lower band scale represents dominant periodicity than in the higher band scale,
the periodicity in the lower band decrements in the pathological voice while it remains steady in the normal
voice (figure 3).

Objective
To compose a signal processing tool for the assessment of PD speech severity in the home environment
based on a review synthesis.

Methods
A two-tier review methodology is utilized. The first tier focuses on real-time problems in speech detection. In
the second tier, acoustics features that are robust to medication changes in Levodopa-responsive patients are
investigated for HKD recognition. It is found out that vowel and consonant formants are the most relevant
acoustic parameters to reflect PD medication changes [1]. Since relevant speech segments (consonants
and vowels) contains minority of speech energy, intelligibility can be improved by amplifying the voice
signal using amplitude compression. Pause detection and peak to average power rate calculations for voice
segmentation produce rich voice features in real time. Enhancements in voice segmentation can be done by
inducing Zero-Crossing rate (ZCR) [2]. Consonants have high ZCR whereas vowels have low ZCR. Wavelet
transform is found promising for voice analysis since it quantizes non-stationary voice signals over timeseries using scale and translation parameters [3]. In this way voice intelligibility in the waveforms can be
analyzed in each time frame.
Figure 1.
Short Term ZCR Energy of UPDRS rated 120 speech samples of 10 patients is calculated. Mean of STZ
Energy of rated samples for each UPDRS speech class (i.e. ‘0: Normal’ to ‘3: Difficult to Understand’) has
been demonstrated in the graph. It is observed that the mean value for STZ Energy are higher for speech
samples rated ‘0’ and the least for the speech samples rated ‘3’.
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Figure 2.
A comparison of STZCR between the normal and the pathological speech (rated ‘0’ and ‘3’ respectively
during the UPDRS motor examination of speech) has been displayed. Figure 2a shows high STZCR values
over the voiced signal. Figure 2b shows low STZCR values over the voiced signal. Notice that the voiced
signal in Figure 2b has rapid speech burst which has reduced the speech intelligibility.

Conclusions
This review evaluated HKD recognition algorithms to develop a tool
for PD speech home-assessment using modern mobile technology. An
algorithm that tackles real time constraints in HKD recognition based
on the review synthesis is proposed. STZCR energy is found to be a
relevant acoustic parameter to reflect HKD. The DWT coefficients for
STZCR energy depicted significant difference between the normal and
the pathological speech samples.We suggest that these speech features
may be used with a neural network for detection and quantification of
speech anomalies related to PD. Based on this model, patients’ speech
could potentially be categorized automatically according to UPDRS
speech ratings.
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a. Normal Speech
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Figure 3.
A comparison of DWT (Daubechies 4 coefficients for level 3) of the Short Term ZCR between the normal
and the pathological speech is shown. The normal speech sample in Fig 2a has been rated ‘0’ during the
UPDRS Motor Examination of speech. The pathological speech sample in Fig 2b has been rated ‘3’ during
the UPDRS Motor Examination of speech. Notice that the dominant periodicity in the lower bands remains
steady in the normal speech while it decreases in the pathological speech.
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0 = Normal

1 = Slight loss of
expression, diction
and/or volume.

2 = Monotone, slurred
but understandable;
moderately impaired.

3 = Marked impairment,
difficult to understand.
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